Europäische Unternehmen suchen
österreichische Geschäftspartner
Hier finden Sie ausgewählte Kooperationsprofile aus der Business Cooperation Database des
Enterprise Europe Netzwerks.

TOP-Angebote von polnischen KMU die österr. Partner suchen

Profilnummer
Profilnummer: 20100506006

Profilnummer: 20100423001

Profilnummer: 20100420033

Profilnummer: 20100419001

Profilnummer: 20100415026

Kurzbeschreibung
Polish manufacturer of wooden turned elements (balusters,
handrails etc.) as well as wooden panels and other goods
from natural wood is looking for subcontracting
possibilities and reciprocal production in the wooden
sector. The company also seeks for a distributor for its
wide range of products.
A Polish company, the manufacturer of high quality candles
and cartridges, offers trade intermediary services as well
as seeks for the same. The company is also interested in
finding new suppliers of paraffin and polypropylene and
reciprocal production activities.
A Polish company specialized in manufacture of metal
products and cast iron is looking for trade intermediaries.
The company offers its services as a subcontractor in the
field for the production of metal products and cast iron.
The company offers cooperation on a reciprocal
production.
A Polish company with vast experience in assisting foreign
companies in entering the Polish market is interested in
various kinds of cooperation. It is offering market support
services, trade intermediary services (agent,
representative), looking for joint venture possibilities,
offering subcontracting/outsourcing agreements. It is also
interested in franchise and license possibilities.
A Polish consulting company, which is carrying out
professional market analyses and is helping foreign
companies to enter European markets, is looking for a joint
venture creation.
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Profilnummer: 20100329021

Profilnummer: 20100325028

Profilnummer: 20100317021

Profilnummer: 20100211042

Profilnummer: 20100205005

Profilnummer: 20100204005

Profilnummer: 20100126021

Profilnummer: 20100126018

Profilnummer: 20100126016

Profilnummer: 20100125039

A Polish company, which has developed new innovative
products, which are mainly used in automative sector, is
looking for joint venture possibilities.
A Polish company operating in electrical and automatic
branch connected with water supply and sewerage is
looking for international subcontracting cooperation and
reciprocal production.
A Polish company, which is carrying out photographic
reports from different events and happenings, is interested
in various cooperation agreements. It is looking for joint
venture and reciprocal production possibilities and is ready
to act as a subcontractor for foreign companies.
A Polish company, which is organizing bicycle and canoe
trips in Poland and other EU countries, is interested in
various ways of cooperation. It is offering/requiring trade
intermediary services, offering transport/logistic services,
joint venture creation, reciprocal production possibilities
and subcontracting/outsourcing agreements.
A Polish company, which is mainly dealing with
anticorrosive security operations for steel constructions
through galvanizing cells, is looking for reciprocal
production agreements and is ready to act as a
subcontractor.
A Polish consultancy company specialised in accountancy,
tax advice, trade intermediary and import/export services,
is offering trade intermediary services and
subcontracting/outsourcing agreements. The company is
also looking for joint venture possibilities.
A company from Western Poland active in the metal sector
possesses advanced (CNC) technology park. The company
offers to be a subcontractor with regard to lathe-turning,
milling, welding services. The company is also interested in
projects requiring reciprocal production.
A company from Western Poland specialised in
manufacturing of heating torches and roofwork accessories
is looking for agents and distributors across Europe. The
company also offers to be a supplier of the products for
wholesalers. Finally, the company is interested in
reciprocal production.
A company from Western Poland specialised in
manufacturing of meat trade products is looking for agents
and distributors across Europe. The company also offers to
be a subcontractor for bigger projects. Finally, the
company is interested in reciprocal production.
A small Polish manufacturer of metal and plastic parts for
automotive industry is looking for reciprocal production
agreements and offers subcontracting.
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Profilnummer: 20100115019

Profilnummer: 20100114005

Profilnummer: 20100108045

Profilnummer: 20100106026

Profilnummer: 20091223018

A Polish foundation specializing in wide range of support
for the diabetics is looking for producers and distributors of
innovative therapeutic products and healthy food as well
as providers of other medical technologies and solutions. It
offers to be a distributor as well as a partner in joint
venture.
A Polish carpenter company is willing to establish different
kinds of cooperation: 1. looks for trade intermediary
services 2. offers its services as a subcontractor 3.
offers/requires reciprocal production agreements.
The Polish company specialized in production of high
quality standard and customized cutting tools is looking for
distributors and subcontractors. It offers to sell partners'
products and to be a subcontractor as well.
A small Polish manufacturer of industrial switchgear,
control cabinets for devices controlling and builder of
power and control wiring systems is looking for trade
intermediary. The company is also looking for reciprocal
production ageements and offers subcontracting.
An experienced Polish manufacturer of high quality parts
and devices for industrial machines is looking for reciprocal
production and outsourcing opportunities.

Kontakt:
Das Enterprise Europe Network der WKO
unterstützt Sie gerne bei der Kontaktaufnahme
mit Ihren potentiellen Kooperationspartnern
unter Angabe der Profilnummer.

Wirtschaftskammer Österreich
Stabsabteilung EU-Koordination
Enterprise Europe Network
Wiedner Hauptstr. 63 |1045 Wien
T: +43 (0)5 90 900 4206
F: +43 (0)5 90 900 297
E: euroinfo@wko.at
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